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HI-AUDIO BOX 1

Recessed fl angeless luminaire. Ceiling mounting.

Installation into plasterboard. AirCoral® Body

Case in steel independent from the frontal body.

Lamp unit indipendent and adjustable +/- 40° as well on vertical 

as on horizontal axis. Backward position of the light sources in 

order to have a minimal visual impact.

Stable and of high precision the pointing out of the luminous flux.

Hi-Audio Box “Sound redefines the perception of space”. One way Hi-Fi 
broadband speaker (100 Hz – 22KHz). Hi-Audio Box produces an excel-
lent high definition acoustic for every location. Developed for professional 
public address systems and even for Hi-Fi home application with highest 
sounds pretence.
Hi-Audio Box achieves a homogeneous sound radiation on 360° and fulfills 
the area with a pleasant backdrop from best sound. For all public or home 
spaces applicable, indicated application = 1 speaker for 40–50m². Hi-Au-
dio Box reduces, due unidirectional sound irradiation, the standard instal-
led speaker; opposed to a traditional system. The Hi-Audio Box enable an 
existing light system to be also a sound system contemporary. Speakers 
grow therefore to an integrated part in the architectural context with stylistic 
idiom, functionality and unusual acoustic efficiency.

code 6091.AC
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Type Tiltable downlight +/- 40°

Material AC: AirCoral®

Absorption capacity* 4.55 m2

Weight 3.4 Kg

Mounting Ceiling recessed

IP rating IP20

Control gear -

Cut out for plasterboard 235 x 235 mm

Lamp type -

Lamp wattage -

Luminous effi cacy -

Light distribution -

Fitting -

Light Colour -

Light Hole -

Voltage connection -

CRI -

Emergency -

Energy effi ciency class -

Speaker 1 x 50W/90W - 8 Ω

Frequency 95 - 21.000 Hz (+/- 3 dB)

*The absorption capacity per m3 calculated by the American organization TCNA is 

parametrized for an average room of 2,7m in height and therefore expressed in m2
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HI-AUDIO BOX 2

Recessed fl angeless luminaire. Ceiling mounting.

Installation into plasterboard. AirCoral® Body

Case in steel independent from the frontal body.

Lamp unit indipendent and adjustable +/- 40° as well on vertical 

as on horizontal axis. Backward position of the light sources in 

order to have a minimal visual impact.

Stable and of high precision the pointing out of the luminous flux.

Hi-Audio Box “Sound redefines the perception of space”. One way Hi-Fi 
broadband speaker (100 Hz – 22KHz). Hi-Audio Box produces an excel-
lent high definition acoustic for every location. Developed for professional 
public address systems and even for Hi-Fi home application with highest 
sounds pretence.
Hi-Audio Box achieves a homogeneous sound radiation on 360° and fulfills 
the area with a pleasant backdrop from best sound. For all public or home 
spaces applicable, indicated application = 1 speaker for 40–50m². Hi-Au-
dio Box reduces, due unidirectional sound irradiation, the standard instal-
led speaker; opposed to a traditional system. The Hi-Audio Box enable an 
existing light system to be also a sound system contemporary. Speakers 
grow therefore to an integrated part in the architectural context with stylistic 
idiom, functionality and unusual acoustic efficiency.

code 6092.AC
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Type Tiltable downlight +/- 40°

Material AC: AirCoral®

Absorption capacity* 6.75 m2

Weight 4.4 Kg

Mounting Ceiling recessed

IP rating IP20

Control gear Electronic transformer

Cut out for plasterboard 235 x 425 mm

Lamp type QR 111

Lamp wattage 1 x 100W max

Luminous effi cacy -

Light distribution -

Fitting G53

Light Colour -

Light Hole 155 x 345 mm

Voltage connection 220-240V / 12V · 50-60Hz 

CRI -

Emergency -

Energy effi ciency class A

Speaker 1 x 50W/90W - 8 Ω

Frequency 95 - 21.000 Hz (+/- 3 dB)

OPTIONAL

H8105 Dimmable electronic transformer

00010KIT kit LED dimmable | bulb 10W - 12V

*The absorption capacity per m3 calculated by the American organization TCNA is 

parametrized for an average room of 2,7m in height and therefore expressed in m2
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HI-AUDIO BOX 3

Recessed fl angeless luminaire. Ceiling mounting.

Installation into plasterboard. AirCoral® Body

Case in steel independent from the frontal body.

Lamp unit indipendent and adjustable +/- 40° as well on vertical 

as on horizontal axis. Backward position of the light sources in 

order to have a minimal visual impact.

Stable and of high precision the pointing out of the luminous flux.

Hi-Audio Box “Sound redefines the perception of space”. One way Hi-Fi 
broadband speaker (100 Hz – 22KHz). Hi-Audio Box produces an excel-
lent high definition acoustic for every location. Developed for professional 
public address systems and even for Hi-Fi home application with highest 
sounds pretence.
Hi-Audio Box achieves a homogeneous sound radiation on 360° and fulfills 
the area with a pleasant backdrop from best sound. For all public or home 
spaces applicable, indicated application = 1 speaker for 40–50m². Hi-Au-
dio Box reduces, due unidirectional sound irradiation, the standard instal-
led speaker; opposed to a traditional system. The Hi-Audio Box enable an 
existing light system to be also a sound system contemporary. Speakers 
grow therefore to an integrated part in the architectural context with stylistic 
idiom, functionality and unusual acoustic efficiency.

code 6093.AC
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Type Tiltable downlight +/- 40°

Material AC: AirCoral®

Absorption capacity* 8.95 m2

Weight 4.8 Kg

Mounting Ceiling recessed

IP rating IP20

Control gear Electronic transformer

Cut out for plasterboard 235 x 600 mm

Lamp type QR 111

Lamp wattage 2 x 100W max

Luminous effi cacy -

Light distribution -

Fitting G53

Light Colour -

Light Hole 155 x 520 mm

Voltage connection 220-240V / 12V · 50-60Hz 

CRI -

Emergency -

Energy effi ciency class A

Speaker 1 x 50W/90W - 8 Ω

Frequency 95 - 21.000 Hz (+/- 3 dB)

OPTIONAL

H8200 Dimmable electronic transformer

00010KIT kit LED dimmable | bulb 10W - 12V

*The absorption capacity per m3 calculated by the American organization TCNA is 

parametrized for an average room of 2,7m in height and therefore expressed in m2
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